
 
Year 5 English Tasks – Monday 30th March 2020 

 
It is a very strange feeling not seeing all the lovely, smiley Year 5 faces every day. I hope you are staying safe and well. We were 

making great headway with our myth retelling of Theseus and the Minotaur, we will come back to that next week and you will 

be able to complete some activities at home. But this week we will focus on reviewing some of the grammar and punctuation 

areas we have already looked at.  

 

We have been working hard this term to ensure our copying is accurate and not to make silly errors.  

 

Parents: Whilst copying may seem like a basic task, it is a skill that the children really do need to secure. Encourage your child to 

take their time and to check and then double check that what they have done is correct.  

 

Children: Remember to get your ‘f’ up to the same height as an ‘h’ or ‘l’ and that ‘t’ goes halfway! Take your time. Your 

handwriting needs to be legible in your SATs tests. 

 

1. Copy the paragraph using your best handwriting and correct the basic punctuation errors. There are full stops, capital 

letters and commas missing.  

 

ancient greece was a civilization that dominated much of the mediterranean thousands of years ago the Greeks came before the 

romans and much of the roman culture was influenced by the greeks  athens and sparta were the two main city states that ruled 

much of ancient greece sparta was almost entirely focused on war and how to fight, while athens focused on the arts and 

learning  the first olympic games were held in 776 BC at the greek city of olympia the athletes who took part were called 

olympians we still take part in the olympics around the world today  

 

Direct speech is showing the reader what a character is saying by using inverted commas (speech marks). We have included 

direct speech within our myth writing and children should be fairly accurate in the rules for speech.  

Rules for speech: 

- Words being spoken within inverted commas “   “  

- Correct punctuation within speech (!? ,)  

- Full stop to end the sentence  

- Capital letter at the start of the speech 

- New line for a new speaker  

 

2. Correct these direct speech sentences. The spellings are correct but they all have punctuation errors. 

a. “good morning, how are you eliott?” asked mrs donegan  

b. “my favourite food is cheese and that is why I love a margarita pizza” exclaimed theo 

c. Watch out” yelled lucy  

d. Wow what an amazing achievement exclaimed mrs harris  

 

3. Write your own sentences that contain direct speech. Keep them simple to start and then try to be more adventurous if 

you are feeling confident. Can you challenge yourself and write a conversation between two characters? They could be 

characters in the book you’re reading, two of your friends etc. Remember new line for a new speaker.  

 

4. This week, I would like you to spend some time every day writing a diary. In years to come this experience will be part 

of history. We would like to create a primary source. If you aren’t sure what that is, research it, and in the weeks, 

months and years to come, people might want to read about what you did and how you felt. They might also find it 

fascinating to compare a child’s diary to an adult’s, so you could complete the task as a family if you like. Try to include 

details about what you have done and how you are feeling. You could also record what you’ve eaten, what your family 

did and anything you have achieved like finishing a model or a project, completing a level on a game or getting a new 

high-score.  

 
 

https://www.ducksters.com/history/ancient_rome.php

